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COINCIDENTAL
..fancy meeting you here!

ABOUT US
It is said that there is always room for coincidence but here COINCIDENTAL makes room for everything dental
and so much more!
Did you know?
Did you know?
Jack the Ripper and
Winnie the pooh
Both have the same middle names
Coincidence!
Whenever someone says, "I don't believe in coincidences"
I say, "Oh my God, me neither!"
Coincidence!
And some people still don't believe in coincidences. Well the thing about believing is nobody can impose your
beliefs on you, it's always you who in the last instance can permit a belief to be true for you or not. But "It is
in opposing the world's lies that we impose truth in our hearts.". And Selena Gomez has said, 'The heart
wants what it wants', but the $1,000,000 question may be- Does it really know what it wants? (shade but no
shade Emily Dickinson).
Finally, by the Coherence Theory of Truth and Free Association we brokered that:
COINCIDENTAL might just be a fun imposition (don't see many of those anymore), a whatsit your heart
wants (but doesnt know yet), a beautiful belief (in a world of make-believe).
If the dental in coincidental isnt a charming coincidence, WHAT IS? / /JNUXOSANXAS
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Principal's Perception:The best thing about the moon and the sky and the
stars is that while you can’t ever take a picture of them
that does them justice… you don’t have to.
They’re going to be there tomorrow.
This is true for your college life too, its going to be beautiful, but there never will be
‘the right words’ to set out. While most of you will go on with your lives, your
college Manav Rachna will still be and one one day you’ll look for all that has been
catalogued. Worry not- COINCIDENTAL has you covered.

Vice Principal's verbose:It's why I went into teaching in
the first place. I like the sound
of my own voice.
Well that, and I am addicted to
the smell of chalk and white board markers.
MERCY CELESTE.
DR.ASHIM AGGARWAL
Besides that children today are tyrants. They
contradict their parents, gobble their
food, and tyrannize their teachers. But I do believe in supporting everything cool there is to
champion. Don’t come cross with me because I’m a teacher of course, do you think a sane
person would do this job?
About this journey in dentistry I’ll say its okay to fall apart sometimes. Tacos fall apart, we
still love them.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Hello Readers,
I forbid anybody to freak out!! Because I’m doing all the freaking out all on my own. Sue me! But yes
what you see in front of you is Manav Rachna’s very first dental newsletter.
From being a part of the infamous “WISECRACKS” in school, to now ‘COINCIDENTAL’ , I would say I’ve
come a long way…
Dental school definitely pulled out the big guns on me and this is my last crutch preventing a slow spiral
into insanity, because a well known folk cure to boredom is to start your own newsletter and be amazing
at it!
When I was writing this letter, I figured I should try and write something positive without repeating
anything that every other person has written so, I thought I'd try song lyrics. Now, Drake and Kanye
both come to mind , but, they are both slightly inappropriate , so, I stuck with Eminem. *Just kidding.*
Lyrics by ‘You too’ caught my attention and the song goes like this—
“ I have climbed high mountains , I have run through the fields, I have run, I have crawled, I have
skimmed these city walls, But I still haven’t found what I’m looking for.” Yes, that's how hard this
newsletter has been to make!
I am so grateful to everybody who sent in articles!
To all people whose work we couldn't includeOur group therapist mentioned that many people are so rejected by a rejection that they don’t try again.
We wouldn’t want THAT!
Besides - although you've been rejected, things could have been a lot worse. Your material might
have been ACCEPTED! Then where would you be?
GOTCHA!- We could not accommodate all the articles in one issue, so thank god we’ve got more coming!
At last I would like to say that the world is our oyster and those of you with shellfish allergies should be
very afraid! xD
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
COINCIDENTAL (Trademark Pending)
VIDUSHI AGGARWAL
IInd year
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TOOTH FAIRY
When all allopathy fails, a classic grandmothers'
concoction comes to the rescue. Oil pulling is a great
example of the same. A simple mouth rinse with
coconut oil not only keeps halitosis under control but
also Keeps your pearly whites, extra pearly!

We have so much to thank our tongue for; without it,
eating ice cream would feel like eating a cold mush of
blobs! An iron rich diet is a great way to thank the most
precious muscle in our body!
Sunscreen isn't just a must- have for your next
Goa trip, your lips need some of the SPF protection
too! A mild SPF-15 lip balm can help prevent
malignant melanoma in the long run
Let's face it, a hot cup of coffee is the only
thing that keeps us going in the early
morning lectures but as dentists in the
making, we also realise the detrimental
effects of coffee on our teeth. So, a quick
saline rinse right after having these
beverages can significantly reduce the risk
of caries
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COVID-19
With the possibility of Omicron outbreak now seeming more plausible than
ever, a new study in the Journal of Periodontology concluded that gingival
diseases may be linked to increased rates of complications among patients
of COVID-19 pushing dentists in the frontline preventative battle against
the novel coronavirus.
Periodontitis in cases of covid, is like jumping from a frying pan into a
fire. It forms a predisposing factor to numerous other systemic diseases and
the covid patients furthermore, face a significantly higher risk of getting
hospitalised. Regular flossing, proper brushing and maintaining basic oral
hygiene habits
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TO EACH DEPT ITS OWN!
“Mouth is the mirror of the body”
Department Of Oral Medicine and Radiology
Whether it’s opening a wrapped gift or digging into the sand for shells, everyone loves the feeling of uncovering a surprise. This is exactly
what we do at the Department of OMR.

Department of Prosthodontics and Crown and Bridge
You can try on clothes before you buy them, you can try on glasses before you buy them but can you try on a new smile before you invest
in it? Yes, you most definitely can at the Department of Prosthodontics.

Department of Conservative Dentistry and Endodontics
We all love long drives but imagine a road full of potholes. Frustrating right? But not as frustrating as having holes in your teeth. Don’t
worry, the department of Conservative Dentistry and Endodontics is at your rescue.

Department of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopaedics
This Lord of the Rings creature may have the worst set of teeth in all Middle East but who doesn’t want a perfect smile. Nothing is
impossible for the department of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopaedics.

Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
From dental implants to wisdom tooth removal to corrective jaw surgery, this is one branch of dentistry that requires additional years of
hospital based surgical and anesthesia training.

Department of Paediatric and Preventive Dentistry
To a pedodontist , there is no picture so beautiful as smiling, bright-eyed, happy children; no music so sweet as their clear and ringing
laughter.

Department of Periodontology
Just like you can’t build a strong building on a weak foundation, the periodontium is the foundation for our teeth.

Department of Public Health Dentistry
There is no greater power for change than a community discovering what it cares about. The department of PHD aims to apply this aspect
to oral health care.

Department of Oral Pathology and Microbiology
Just as in life, it is extremely important to be sure of one’s diagnosis. That’s where the department of Oral Pathology and Microbiology
comes into the picture.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
SECOND YEAR
NAME

EVENT

RESULT

NANDINI GUPTA

4TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE OF FORENSIC
ODONTOLOGY AND CHILD
ABUSE

3RD- POETRY COMPETITION

NAME

EVENT

RESULT

JIGYASA GUPTA

SPORTS DAY, MANAV RACHNA
INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY

BEST SPORTSWOMAN AWARD

IDA ANNUAL CONFERENCE

1ST- PAPER PRESENTATION

4TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE OF FORENSIC
ODONTOLOGY AND CHILD
ABUSE

1ST -COLLAGE MAKING
3RD PAPER PRESENTATION

CYNODENT INTERNATIONAL
AWARDS AT SEEMA DENTAL
COLLEGE,RISHIKESH

BEST DENTAL STUDENT AWARD

WORLD ORAL PATHOLOGIST
DAY AT RAMAIAH UNIVERSITY

2ND- POSTER MAKING

IDA ANNUAL CONFERENCE

1ST-PAPER PRESENTATION

NAME

EVENT

RESULT

SHREYA GUPTA

ORAL PATHOLOGY SUMMIT BY
SRM DENTAL COLLEGE

2ND- POSTER PRESENTATION

THIRD YEAR

SAKSHI

FINAL YEAR
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SHORTERVIEW

In conversation with Dr.Divyesh Mehta
1. Explain to a 5 year old what you do for a living?
A) I fix broken teeth, that’s the best way to describe it!
2. 3 words that describe you best!
A) Lazy, irritating and you could say hyper at times

3. If you could have dinner with a famous person (living or dead) who would you choose?
A) APJ Abdul Kalam, we share birthdays so all the more reason to *smiles*
4. If you were in the middle of a zombie apocalypse who are 3 people you’d want on your team from the Prostho department?
A) OK.. Piyush sir, Dhawan sir.. actually scrap that I have this one person, Shivam ma’am, she’ll be enough for all zombies!
5. What subject were you worst at in dental school?
A) PROSTHO
7. If dentistry didn’t exist what would be your dream job?
A) As a child I wanted to do a lot of things , I wanted to be an astronaut, then I wanted to be a pilot then I wanted to join the army but on a
serious note if not dentistry then I would say medicine. I didn’t get into medicine so I’m here but if dentistry didn’t exist I would have worked
harder for medicine and got in probably, that’s my fantasy!
8. What is the best and the worst thing about being a teacher?
A) Best thing is getting to teach people and the worst thing is getting to teach people, this way it's that people who want to learn you can see that
they’re learning and you feel like you’ve accomplished something. And you can see how their face lights up when they understand something
and worst thing is when you’re teaching people don’t respond or they just don’t understand because there’s no interest.
9. Do you ever feel a burnout after having been in this profession for so long?
A) Never! I feel like I can do this for more hours of the day. I didn’t like it earlier but now I really enjoy it, not only Prostho but other stuff also.
Every time I do a procedure I feel like I can still learn so much more!
10. If there was one thing you could change about dental education in India what would it be?
A) The curriculum definitely! I think we don’t expose our patients to anything. Why would a student want to work with plaster? I think it
should be more patient oriented, so they see patients they see results. I think the curriculum is a 100 years old
11. How do you students will remember you and your class?
A) I think students think I’m very strict. I see them scared of me but at the end of the day I want to say that I never wanted to hurt anyone or
make anyone feel bad, my only goal in this college is to make sure that the person I teach does something in their life and I hope they become
better than any one of us. So, students will remember me as a strict person I feel and I’m sure I’m right but I don’t want them to feel that way.
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FRESHERS
29.10.21
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FAREWELL
10.12.21

CLASS OF 2016
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CONVOCATION
19.12.21
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WOMEN'S HEART HEALTH MONTH
22. 02. 22
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CONS AND ENDO DAY
08.03.22

14

SPORTS DAY
11.03.22

15

ORAL HEALTH DAY
21.03.22

16

ORIENTATION
23.03.22

17

AUTISM AWARENESS DAY
07.04.22
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ALUMNA'S
ACCOUNT
At the outset, a very big congratulations to the team behind the idea of "Coincidental"! It was a
small dream of mine to have a dental college newsletter ever since I had joined BDS. And I am elated
that my vibrant and dynamic juniors have made that happen.
The journey one starts when they enter a dental college is one that is filled with apprehensions and
mostly being completely clueless as to what we've got ourselves into. Some of us make the best of it
and shine, and some put in their best foot forward to Ace through the four years of subjects. What
we all carry forward at the end of the day, is a bucket full of happy and sad memories which we hope
we will tell our future generation proudly about.
I got my calling into this college completely by accident, although my speciality was always the first
choice. And inspite of having days when I have cried out of anxiety and frustration, I miss every bit
of the madness and happiness it gave to spend my time here every single day ( even if it meant
sweating through the PPE during the summer days)!
A small message I'd like to give the future students and juniors: it may seem like the best thing right
now is to finish and get through the years as soon as possible. But the world out there is tough too.
It takes a lot to stand up and take decisions and be accountable for them. A lot of it you will learn
this through your dental college days. Cherish the good days. Learn from the bad ones. And always
remember to have fun. It's okay to not have a plan. Your calling will find you irrespective.
Cheers to the team and Coincidental and wishing all the best to all my juniors.
Dr Sweta Saravanan
MDS, Orthodontics alumni (2018 batch)
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How Dentists Can Change The
World

by- Sakshi Sharma, Final Year
Its not just about the teeth it's about building and restoring confidence in the people and a confident
nation can fly as high as it can. The impact of dental treatment often has untold ramification on a
patient. It can often be the catalyst to spark a change in a person's brain chemistry and mindset to
pull them on new path in life.
A successful dental treatment can help to remove pain.
A denture may help people eat food they may previously have struggled with.
A beautiful smile can improve aesthetic and bring about satisfaction.
Oh and what not? All of these treatment leads to what?
A confident, healthy, well educated regarding oral health, beautiful smiling
society!
Modern dentistry isn't your grandparents dentistry. Never before in history have dental materials
and services been so confident, effective , life enhancing and most importantly accessible to so many
as they are today.
Talking scientifically, A smile, good oral hygiene, esthetic can create a chain reaction of event
starting from happiness and excitement that releases endomorphin, seretonin, dopamine, oxytocin
in brain. This chemical release can be the needed stimuli to reduce cortisol level in the brain
allowing someone to be happier and confident, potentially creating a new path and different
opportunities for rest of the life.
Some people love their teeth and smile but there are thousands out there who are self-conscious
about
the way they look whether a young or an old person and that's where the role of dentist comes in.
Individual by individual we build a healthy confident ambitious society leading to a happy,
healthy, growing and glowing World.
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Dear Dentistry (jaan)
by- Rimjhim Sharma, III year
Esa nhi ki tumhre aane se phle hum haste nhi the, par haan
tumhare aane ke baad un muskurahaton me ek chamak aa gyi.
Bahut khushi mili, tumhe jaan kar or tumhe samajh kar, ki kese
tum logo me confidence laate ho, unka dard door krte ho, unhe
khulke hasna sikhate ho tum. Mei bhi bahut kuchh sikhna chahti
hu tumse.
Aaj bhi yaad hai mujhe tumhara or mera wo pehla milan jab haath me
ek wax ka block thamaya or tumhari jhalak (carving)mene usme utari.
Mein jab jab haari tumhare samne impression(alginate) bnane se,
tumne mujhe hmesha trays ki tarah support kiya hai. Me tumhare or
tumse jude logon ke dard bhare khokle pan me masala(filling) bharna
chahti hu. Tumhare sath rehkar mehsoos kia mene, ki doosron ke
gum(s) ko sahi krke kitna sukoon milta h.
Tumhari wjah se khud ko jana h mene ,ki kya mesiodistal h or kitna
labiolingual. Bs yuhi mera saath nibhana, hum ek doosre ki takat
bnenge, tum mujhse or me tumse. Humara bond amalgam jitna strong
hai.
Tum mere zindagi ke gold crown ho.
Love you!!
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The Day I Met Multiple People
- by Vatsala Kaushik, Final Year
It was a bright Thursday morning and we had just been dispersed from the lecture theatre. As soon
as I entered the department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, I was handed an OPD card. I
read the details, Name: Mr. Abhishek Kumar. Age: 36 years, Sex: Male.
I called out "Mr. Abhishek and got no response. I called out again. this time louder. A man
approached me and said, I think they've misheard me. my name is Salman Qureshi. I crosschecked
at the reception and they confirmed there had been a mistake. Instead of reading between the lines, I welcomed him in the Department of
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
As soon as he sat on the dental chair. he started tolling me about his two young Laughters and how
hard his life is. Being a Barber in a small village in Faridabad.
After a little ice breaking and history taking, everything seemed normal. When I told him he could
save the tooth and go for an endodontic treatment instead of getting it extracted, he said hell wait
for his son to come from the pedodontics department. I was just trying to make sense of it all when he said, "It's only obvious that well have
dental decay, I own a sweet shop by the name 'Sharma
Sweets I asked him about his two Laughters and his barbers shop in Faridabad, he said, shockingly, "I think you're confusing me with
someone else"
To which I replied, I think you're confusing yourself with someone else!'
Before I could sort all the confusion. a little boy came running to him and his OD card read
Mr. Arnav Gupta. I stood there. dumbstruck and watched them leave.
*DISSOCIATIVE IDENTITY DISORDER
• Dissociative identity disorder is characterised by the presence of two or more distinct personality
identities. Each may have a unique name, personal history and characteristics.
Dissociative identity disorder. previously called multiple personality diserder.is usually a
reaction to trauma as a way to help a person avoid bad memories.
After this incident, I read a few articles on DID and it revealed symptoms like
anxiety, feeling detached from sell and mood swings, all of which I realised were present in Mr.
Abhishek/ Mr. Salman/ Mr. Sharma/ Mr. Gupta.
It took me a moment to realise that this wasnt a scene from Shutter Island but a real incident that
had taken place with me.
What lie I learn out of this? I started noticing behavioural changes, mood swings and psychological
symptoms more closely. Now. I make sure to ash about any previous trauma, Both physical and
emotional.
Lastly, to be empathetic and lend an ear to people who need them.
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Mi amor Dentistry
by- Dia Ghoshal, Intern
It's been a long time since we first met
But I still vividly remember
My very first appointment at a dentist's clinic
An orthodontist to be precise.
I got braces in eighth grade.
And every appointment at the orthodontist's allured me to you.
You were my Prince Charming.
Just like the cupid strikes his arrow,
For people to fall in love.
The orthodontist, like the cupid made me fall in love with you.
This affair made me marvel
As to how my crooked teeth got metamorphosed into a beautiful smile.
Then came dental school
Where I got to know you more,
And our bond grew stronger.
From carving teeth out of wax blocks,
To burning my hands with molten wax in pre-clinicals,
To using an air rotor to prepare cavities,
To making a Hawley's retainer,
and so much more, but even more paths to explore together.
And you're as enchanting as ever,
Making me fall for you everyday.
And making me say this everyday
“ Mi amor Dentistry”
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A game of cards
by- Samridhi Srivastava, III year
“We cannot change the cards we are dealt, just how we play the hand.”
— Randy Pausch, The Last Lecture
In 2010, when I was in 4th grade, I had already decided I wanted to be a doctor. I liked the stethoscope that my aunt used, and I
liked the idea of going around helping people, adding a "Dr"; in front of my name, and working in a huge hospital someday. And
not only that, I was also convinced I wanted to become a neurosurgeon. However, life doesn't always give us what we want, right?
Cut to 2019, I was unable to get an admission to a medical college anywhere. I had lost all hope, had stopped thinking that my
dream of being a doctor would ever be fulfilled. And then somehow, dad found about Manav Rachna College, and got me enrolled.
When you have prayed and hoped for something for so long that your whole life comes to that one single point, it feels like a huge
loss when you realize that that point no longer exists. I wanted MBBS so bad, but I got BDS. There was nothing wrong with the latter,
but I had known exactly what I wanted. So, I wasn't happy with what I got. In fact, for the first few months in this college, I was
miserable. I didn't want to be here after all. And it reflected everywhere. I didn't put any effort into my work, I didn't try making
friends, I didn't try to learn anything new. And then one day, this teacher (who is actually now a favorite of mine) told me that I
needed to stop being so whiny about everything and actually start trying to make an effort! Oh trust me, this wasn't a Disney movie
where someone said something deeply profound and I immediately changed my ways. That day when I went home, I was upset,
and angry. I thought I wasn't good
enough at anything.
But what my professor said, stayed with me. I was wallowing in self-pity and self-doubt, and I needed to come out of it. So, I started
making small changes. I started raising my hand in class. I started making friends. Started taking an interest in what I was doing.
And when I started doing all that, I realized that I actually enjoyed it so much! Pedodontics taught me love, Endo taught me
patience, and Prostho taught me pain (I really hope no faculty is reading this XD). Oh and by the way, a cardiologist will not treat
your brain. But he’s a still a doctor. Just something all my fellow dentists can remember.
The point of this little story is that there will be a lot of times in life when you won't get what you wished for. There will be
unexpected twists and turns like a Quentin Tarantino movie. Things won&#39;t always be picture perfect. But, things don't always
have to be picture perfect for us to truly enjoy them. We hope and dream and pray, and if somehow, the Christmas present isn't the
exact model of the video game we asked for, we still thank Santa, and go and play that
new video game we got with our friends.
I used to love my school. For 14 years, it was my second home, full of people and books and places (in that order) that I will always
cherish fondly. But when I left, I thought I had lost a good thing forever. But I was wrong. I found a new home in this college.
And I couldn't have asked for a better one.
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A Love Letter to Dentistry
- by Nishita Narula and Tashya Saxena, III year

"Dentistry is a precondition to love at first sight. When your eyes meet she beams with
happiness, But when you smile back she shows her true reflexes"
- Bauvard
Dear Dentistry,
We remember the first time we met you. 2 naive girls who had just got out of school,
explored this field and it was nothing less than love at first smile. You've got everything
we had been searching for, and believe us, we had been looking a long time. The feeling
of being able to help others in pain and being able to see others smile. literally, has no
bounds. You, our beloved have made us realise that dreams don't start with the letter D
But with U. You're everything we ever dreamt of. It says in the Bible to only think about
what's pure and lovely... So we've been thinking about you all day long, from oral
pathology to prosthodontics, our world revolves around you. Before meeting you, we
were 9/10 and no doubt, you were the 1 we needed. We promise to love you till death do
us apart. You complete
Us.
Love always
Yours Truly
Nishita & Tashya
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How Dentists are
Changing the World
by- Kanak Rawat, II year
A good face is a letter of recommendation. The two cardinal features which sculpt a
beautiful face are — eyes and the smile. Eyes may not fall under the domain of a dentist but
the latter does.
Beauty is subjective and truly lies in the eyes of the beholder. But that is not to say one
cannot make some alterations to look more pleasing to the common eye. It would be a
blanket statement to say a good smile underpins the confidence one reflects in social
settings.
According to a study, more than a quarter of people don’t like to show their teeth when
smiling because they assume their teeth are unattractive. Poor gum health, crooked teeth,
stained or missing teeth are some of the prevalent reasons which prevent people from
showing off their teeth while smiling. Hiding teeth while smiling insinuates self esteem
issues.
Dentistry has more value to offer than just aesthetics. It has shown to have psychological
effects, too.
We, as dentists, harbour the expertise to render people smiling sans any insecurities. And
we’re not just talking about smile here. We’re talking improved life. A perceptible boost in
confidence that shows up at the workplace and prop up social behaviour.
What better way to ‘change’ the world than contribute to the dose of alacrity a bunch of
grinning faces radiate!
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MEET THE TEAM
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Vidushi Aggarwal
I’m not random, I’m specific.

EDITOR
Akshi Malhotra
An avid reader, conscientious about the goals I set for
myself and someone who’s willing to go the extra mile
for her friends and family

EDITOR
Tushita Garg
Passionate. Dynamic. Fearless.Exuberant .Intuitive.
Today’s mood is brought to you by a simmering cup
of black coffee!
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DESIGNER
Hemant Kumar
Built on the foundation of hope ,trust and faith, Curious
about exploring the dimensions of the personality by
facing Reality as it is....

WRITER
Vikram Sain Jain
A dogmatic Vikram seeks truth through discipline and
practice. He rejects the "Body" as Physical mythology a lie constructed to limit human potential.

WRITER
Apoorva Mittal
Just a fun loving girl, who’s tenacious by nature and curious
by profession.

CREATIVE MENTOR
Dr.Shivani Aggarwal
I’m hyper-observant. And I love my subject.
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MISSION STATEMENT

TEAM WORK

